
T A H PEACOCKE

Five Times on the Matterhorn

My first attempt on the Matterhorn was in 1935. In two previous seasons it
had been on the agenda, but on both occasions conditions had made it
impossible. This summer I had been climbing with three friends, first at Saas
Fee and then at Zermatt. We had some success at Saas, but very little was
achieved at Zermatt owing to continuous bad weather. One morning we had
ventured out to do the Matterhorn Couloir on the Riffelhorn in the teeth of a
violent wind, sleet and storm, with icy water streaming down my sleeves and
out at my boots! After this we were confined to the flesh-pots of the Monte
Rosa Hotel. Staying at the Monte Rosa was very reasonable in those days. Full
pension was II or 12. Swiss francs per day, with the pound worth 18 francs.
Finally my three friends could stand the weather no longer and departed to
North Wales.

As soon as they had gone the barometer started to rise. I had another week's
holiday and no companions, so I engaged a young guide named Adrian
Lagger; we joined forces with Dr N S Finzi, the celebrated radiologist, who
had the redoubtable Franz Biner as guide. We did a traverse of the Ober
Gabelhorn straight from Zermatt, starting at lam. There was no Rothorn hut
then, only the Trift Hotel which was exorbitant and only saved 11/ 2 hours. I
remember Finzi having some difficulty with the Grand Gendarme and saying
'Pull, Franz', whereupon Franz, a man of enormous strength, lifted the doctor
bodily with one arm.

Two days later I decided to go for the Matterhorn with AdIian. We walked
up to the Hornli hut in four hours; there was no cable car in those days. The
weather had been really hot in the valley but was cold at the hut; after all, the
date was now 7 September. There was no guardian in the hut, just a young
German climber who said he was going to do the climb alone - a piece of
extreme foolishness. We got the fire going, cooked our usual soup and retired
to bed. Next day it was extremely cold and we did not get off until 6am. The
sunrise was perfect, but a strong NW wind was blowing. After climbing the
little bit of steep rock just above the hut, we traversed on to the E face,
zigzagging about up ribs and along couloirs. Here we were reasonably shel
tered from the wind, but we met it in full force when we regained the E ridge.
We soon reached the old hut, now a ruin, where we halted for some refresh
ment. We were being followed by the Alleinganger who had no idea how to
find the way. We continued, keeping close to the E ridge, to the Moseley slab
which gave us about 100ft of nice rough rock and so reached the Solvay hut at
9am, where we had a second breakfast, and the Alleinganger arrived. He had
the cheek to offer my guide 15 francs to take him to the top! This without any
reference to me. Adrian promptly refused. I was much relieved when he
decided to stay in the hut, for he had been an anxiety to us on the way up.
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We left the Solvay at 9.30 and, after climbing the upper Moseley slab, we
dodged about on the E face until we reached the shoulder. Here we struck up a
snow slope and then along the ridge where we met the full force of the gale.
The snow took us to the final rock buttress, and here we found fixed ropes and
chains; in the prevailing conditions this part would have been extremely
difficult without them. We could see the Whymper couloir to the right where
the 1865 accident occurred. Though less steep than the buttress, it was very
smooth and lacking in holds. It looked a bad place.

Above the buttress, the angle eased considerably with mixed snow and rock.
We reached the top at 11.45, five and three-quarter hours from the Hornli.
The view was perfect; however, the wind was so strong and the cold so intense
that we only waited two minutes. My left hand in a glove was numb and had
to have the circulation restored, accompanied by the usual agonising feeling
which Mummery so aptly described 'as though your fingers were being slit
with red-hot knives'.

The descent to the Solvay, where we arrived at 1.30, was uneventful. Here I
offered to put the lone German on our rope, but he declined and started down
with infinite slowness. We stayed in the hut for about an hour and had a good
meal, a rest and enjoyed the superb views to the east. Then we set off down
and soon caught up with the German. We told him to follow close behind so
that he did not knock stones on to us. The rocks of the little rock-wall were
now iced over, and we had to take a route more to the left. I said to Adrian
that we should see the German down this part, but he disagreed and said he
was sure he would be all right, so we went on to the hut. There we found
several people manning a telescope and watching the antics of our Alleingiin
ger, who could not climb down. He took out his rope and attempted an abseil,
but he failed to fix the rope securely and it came off the knob! He fell
backwards down the last bit. There was a gasp from the onlookers and we all
hurried to the place. We carried him to the little hotel which is next to the hut,
and telephoned for a doctor and a mule; he had, in fact, sprained his ankle and
had to spend the night in the hotel and be taken down the next day. We were
delayed for over an hour by this incident and did not get back to the Monte
Rosa until after 8pm, where I received a tumultuous welcome and a most
excellent dinner washed down with a good bottle of Munich beer.

My next ascent was in 1938 in a party of three with George Meade-King
and David Hodgkinson. After a few days of bad weather, which foiled designs
on the Zmutt ridge, the barometer was rising again, so we decided to make for
the Hornli hut and climb the Matterhorn by the ordinary way, as my two
friends had not been up the mountain. We reached the hut at 4.30pm, to find
six others there already and more on the way. The Hornli was very small in
those days and only held 20.1 was thankful to get up at 3am, after a very poor
night packed like sardines, in order to light the fire.

The morning of 24 August was fine and we got off at 4am. We were not the
only aspirants to the summit; there were at least 20 others, but we were
fortunately in the lead ~nd clear of their stones! We reached the Solvay in three
hours and halted for a second breakfast. Two guided parties now unfor
tunately passed us. The conditions above the Solvay were bad, with about a
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foot of fresh snow, and the wind was strong and cold, though not so severe as
in 1935. The parties in front were very slow going up the fixed ropes on the
ridge above the shoulder and held us up, but they would not let us through.
We reached the top at Ham, three hours from the Solvay. The view was
perfect, without a cloud; a pity we could not enjoy it, as it was much too cold
to linger. However, we could see the great E ridge of the Dent d'Herens which
we planned to climb in two or three days' time, given fine weather.

We started down first, ahead of the two guided parties. At the top of the
second long rope we met an oddly assorted ascending party: an old guide, a
young girl and a young Swiss man. The girl was obviously exhausted and
David went down the rope to the first platform to help her up. Unfortunately
the rope joining David to George got entangled with the girl's rope, and the
young man's rope became twisted round the piton holding the fixed rope.
Added to all this, the first guided parties came down from the summit and
rudely pushed past us; this meant that there were now four people on a
platform four feet square! The girl had hysterics; she was shivering with cold
and quite exhausted. There was a perfect cats' cradle of ropes. The first guide
made no attempt to help the poor girl- I was furious with him, particularly as
he had kept us waiting on the way up, and I dressed him down in Schweizer
deutsch. Everyone was talking at once, and no one understood a word the
others said. George, amazingly serene as usual, kept perfectly calm. Then the
second guided party arrived from the summit and also pushed past, making
things even worse. Meanwhile I was getting colder and colder and more and
more angry but eventually, having decided to unrope myself, I was able to
disentangle the ropes. At last, after half an hour of chaos, we could continue
down and the old guide started to drag the poor girl to the top. We got to the
Hornli hut at 6.15 and down to Zermatt at 8, where we had a warm welcome
and an excellent dinner, washed down with a bottle of Bouvier.

My third attempt had to wait until the war was over. I had a great desire to
climb the Zmutt ridge, and I did get the chance in 1947 with Gordon MacKay
and A M Binnie. On 17 August we left the Schonbiel hut at 2.15am, the
weather looked perfect, but there was a cloud on the summit of the
Matterhorn. This approach to the Zmutt ridge from the Schonbiel, the tradi
tional way, is very tedious. The modern route from the Hornli hut is much
shorter. We first had to make a long descent and cross a wilderness of stones
up the side of the small glacier leading to the little col where Mummery
bivouacked on the first ascent. We then crossed more moraine to reach the
couloir which runs up to the start of the snow ridge. This couloir gave us
better rock which ran to a broad ledge. From this we made the mtstake of
climbing too far to the right, up steep rocks which led to the side of a hard ice
arete. We then lost some time traversing further left to gain the snow ridge
lower down. The time was 8.15 and we stopped for a second breakfast. Then,
wearing crampons, we continued up the delicate icy crest of the ridge. The
view on the left, of the Matterhorn glacier far below, was most impressive.

We reached the start of the gendarmes at 9.15. The rocks were not difficult,
but it was slow going because Binnie was having difficulty in climbing carrying
the rope in his hand. It took us two hours to cross the gendarmes, known as
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the Dents de Zmutt, and so reach the upper rocky ridge. The rocks, though
steep, were well provided with good holds and we made reasonable progress,
but higher up the arete steepened and became increasingly difficult owing to
snow on the rocks and poor holds.

The position was becoming unpleasant. There were no belays and Binnie
was experiencing greater and greater difficulty. We had to climb one at a time
and Binnie frequently needed help. The last 200ft were a stern business. 1
managed to reach a small platform about a foot square, with no belay. 1called
to Binnie to come up, but he said 'I can't climb this, you will have to pull me'. 1
looked down many thousand feet to the Matterhorn glacier below. 1 pulled
him to my little platform and told him to stand still while 1finished the pitch. 1
climbed the snow-covered rocks with great care. A slip on my part and the
whole party would have fallen 3000ft to the glacier. At last 1reached the little
shoulder and found a good hold. 1have never said a more fervent 'thank God'
than on this occasion. 1now took in Binnie's rope and Gordon quickly joined
us. The time was now 1.30.

We now climbed up more easily to the foot of the overhang where a traverse
to the right is necessa'ry. The correct way is up a little slabby couloir to reach
another sloping ledge which leads back to the left to the upper part of the
ridge. 1did not dare to make this traverse as 1 could not have held the party
should anyone slip. The Tiefenmatten face is a slabby place with no holds and
demands absolute steadiness. 1 had no alternative but to go on up and up,
hour after hour. Eventually we reached Carrel's Corridor, a broad ledge
leading to the upper Zmutt ridge. At one point the ledge is broken by a 50ft
drop. Here 1 said we must do an abseil, but Binnie said that he could not do
this, so we lowered him down and soon abseiled down to him. This was the
famous place where, on the first ascent from Italy in 1865, a few days after
Whymper's successful ascent from the Swiss side, the Abbe Gorret lowered
Carrel to reach the top while he unselfishly stayed behind to pull Carrel up
again on his return.

From the foot of the abseil we continued easily along the corridor to reach
the upper part of the ridge and then, after pleasant climbing, reached the
summit at 4.45. We had climbed the Zmutt! But what a time we had taken
14'/2 hours. Had 1 realised that Binnie would be so slow 1 would never have
taken him up. To be fair to him, he was much out of practice because of the
intervening war years, whereas 1 was very fit having been training the Lovat
Scouts in mountaineering. Binnie was in fact a very steady and safe climber
and 1 was probably needlessly apprehensive. On the summit 1 felt the strain
and had to sample the contents of a certain flask. The weather was perfect,
without a cloud in the sky. We were seen from Zermatt making tea on the top
of the Matterhorn! After a brief snack we set off down expecting to reach
Zermatt that night, but owing to the party's extreme slowness we had to
spend the night in the Solvay hut. We had a frugal meal of the remains of our
provisions before we turned in. The next morning we soon sped down to the
H6rnli, and reached Zermatt at 12.45. We had a mild celebration in the
evening and drank a bottle of Bouvier in honour of the Zmutt and to the
memory of Mummery who made the first ascent.
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My fourth ascent of the Matterhorn was two years later, in 1949. I had been
able to persuade my climbing companion of pre-war days, David Hodgkinson,
now married with a family, to join me. On 19 August there was a perfect
morning, but with a strong wind high up, and we left for the Schonbiel to do
the Zmutt. We intended to descend the Italian ridge, stay the night in the
Italian hut and then do the great E ridge of the Dent d'Herens; an ambitious
programme. Next day the weather looked perfect and we were the first party
away, at 2.30am. Having done this climb only two years before, I found the
route quite easily. We only had a folding candle lantern which unfortunately
went out and proved very difficult to relight owing to the wind. In the couloir
beyond the little col the rock was loose and we could not avoid dislodging
some stones. We warned the two guided parties below us to take shelter, but
they called on us to stop. We were most reluctant to do this as we did not want
to lose time, and we became the recipients of some rude remarks. We soon
managed to cross over to more solid rock in the right fork of the couloir.

Two guided parties now overtook us, but we all kept close together and
reached the start of the snow ridge at 6.30. Here we sampled the contents of
our thermos, for the weather was cold. In 40 minutes we were at the Dents de
Zmutt and moved quickly along these. As we were only two, and I had such
an excellent companion, we made much better progress than last time. The
arete beyond the Dents de Zmutt was surprisingly easy without the fresh snow
which had hindered us so much in 1947. We reached the shoulder at 10 and
after ascending another 200ft we traversed right. It is a nasty slabby place like
the tiles on the roof of a house. There are no belays and no holds and with a
drop of 3000ft below great care is necessary. About half-way across we found
a little couloir leading up, and after about 100ft we traversed back and
reached the upper part of the Zmutt ridge above the overhang known as the
Zmuttnase. These fraverses were quite a pleasure this time, with an absolutely
dependable companion behind me.

We reached the top at 12.30, about four hours earlier than last time. It was
a great moment, for David and I had planned to do the climb 14 years
previously but had been prevented by the war. The weather was superb. We
rested on the top for half an hour, drinking in the view and savouring this
great moment before we started down the Italian ridge. We soon reached the
first of the fixed ropes; the second led to the famous 'Jordan' rope ladder. This
had recently been renovated and all 12 rungs were intact. The ladder took us
to the third and fourth ropes and so to the Col Felicite, the start of Carrel's
famous traverse across the Tiefenmatten face which leads to the upper part of
the Zmutt ridge. We soon reached the Enjambee which gave no trouble and so
to the Pic Tyndall, which is really a shoulder, where we arrived at wm and
stopped to have some tea in order to satisfy our raging thirst. Renewing the
descent, we reached the Crete du Coq and traversed below this on the Swiss
side. This soon brought us to the Linceul, a small patch of neve. Here we made
a serious mistake by following tracks in the dust and reached a hopeless
looking couloir.

We realised that we were too low and had to reascend by a long chimney to
the ridge below the Crete du Coq. We left the ridge almost immediately by
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another fixed rope down the famous chimney immortalised in Whymper's
Scrambles, and so bypassed the Great Tower and then, with two more fixed
ropes, we reached the Italian hut at 7.30. David remarked 'I never wish to see
another fixed rope. They are so inexpressibly vulgar!' If only we could have
done some abseils.

We found the hut crammed full; its situation is very fine, but inside the
babble was indescribable. That night will live long in my memory. We cooked
ourselves some soup from melted snow. This was hard to get and needed a
careful descent held on a rope. We were allotted two places on the upper
sleeping bench, with a sheepskin as a mattress and a blanket and a half each,
and we prepared for the night. The roof was low and supported with a beam
so arranged that if we sat up suddenly our heads struck the beam. Occasion
ally my Italian neighbour would start up, hit his head against the beam with
great violence, utter 'Sacramento!' and then relapse again into semi
consciousness. The fug was almost intolerable and made sleep impossible. At
3am the guides, who were sleeping on the floor, got up and the first party set
off soon afterwards. Later, while David and 1 were preparing a leisurely
breakfast, Jean Pallisier, who seemed to be a sort of custodian of the hut and
had climbed the Matterhorn about 140 times, arrived in a state of great
excitement. He had been up to the top in one hour 35 minutes and down again
in 35 minutes. This, he claimed, was a record! To me it seemed a travesty of
mountaineering. He was so excited that he gave us the best part of a bottle of
Chianti before dashing down to Breuil with the news.

After this rather exhausting interlude we finished our breakfast, drank some
of the excellent Chianti and set off down the mountain. Our over-ambitious
plan had been to do the E ridge of the Dent d'Herens, but we were much too
tired. Soon we reached the Col du Lion and looked down the Swiss side at the
fearsome couloir that Mummery had scaled with Alexander Burgener. Then
on down the Great Staircase, and back to Zermatt over the Furggjoch.

And so, finally, to 1952. My companion Donald Ross was very keen to do
the Zmutt, but 1 feared that there was too much snow. So we decided on the
ordinary way up the Matterhorn as Donald had not climbed the peak before
and we were rather short of time. We went up to the Hornli taking our 200ft
line, as we hoped to descend the Zmutt. So, on 30 August 1952, 1ascended the
Matterhorn for the fifth time. We took 61/, hours for the ascent. 1 was very
slow owing to ~ain in my left knee which 1 had injured the previous year in
jumping over a bergschrund. The view from the summit was perfect - once
again, there was not a cloud in the sky, but 1 was too tired to attempt the
descent of the Zmutt. Poor Donald had a very dull day, 1 fear, though he was
glad to have climbed the Matterhorn. Though 1 did not realise it at the time,
this ascent proved to be my last.

As 1 write, some 40 years later, the standard of climbing by the younger
generation has advanced beyond recognition. However, 1 do feel that some
climbers take unwarrantable risks and do not have sufficient regard for the
sanctity of human life. Mountaineering is an adventurous sport, but it is not a
form of war.
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